have passed their genetic tendencies to their descendants. Hence, the stereotypic risk averseness of the European population. I emphasize this is a stereotype that is plainly not universal and may not even be credible.
Think, however, about the westward movement of the 19 th century. The families that moved to the American Midwest and the West were taking enormous risks. The journey was arduous, long, and made the more hazardous by potential encounters with Native American tribes that were understandably resistant to what they saw as invaders of their land. And yet, they came, settled, raised their families, farmed, ranched, started new businesses, and contributed to the expansion of the U.S. across North America.
So we come to a possible explanation for this phenomenon. The emigrants brought with them a gene pool that predisposed them to risk taking. That this is not entirely preposterous, is underscored by a 2009 article that I encountered that speaks directly to this topic. a The authors conclude: "Results demonstrate that financial risk seeking is correlated with the 5-HTTLPR and DRD4 functional polymorphisms."
I don't pretend to grasp all the implications of that statement other than to conclude there is evidence for a genetic component to risk seeking (or at least risk tolerant) behavior. We hear the term "Yankee Ingenuity," which was originally associated with emigrants and settlers in the American Northeast but has come to refer more generally to a common stereotype of American inventiveness. Someone making the trek to the West, arriving where enterprises were scarce to nonexistent, had to make do with whatever was at hand or could be invented on the spot. The 19 th century was also the period of the Industrial Revolution in Europe, America, and elsewhere. The term "revolution" is appropriate given the extraordinary creativity of the period. The steam engine, railroads, telegraph, telephone, electrical power generation, distribution and use, electrical appliances including the famous light bulb, were among the many, many other inventions of that era. As we approach the end of the second decade of the 21 st century, we can look back at the 20 th and recognize a century of truly amazing developments, especially the transistor and the programmable computers derived from it. While it would be a vast overstatement to ascribe all this innovation to genetic disposition, it seems to me inarguable that much of our profession was born in the fecund minds of emigrants coming to America and to the West over the past century.
I celebrate this phenomenon and hope we can keep alive the daring of entrepreneurs, teaching our children to embrace risk, to tolerate failure and to learn from it, regardless of their genetic heritage.
